
 

 

 

 

Emerald Coast Cyclists Web Site: http://www.eccyclists.com 

Membership: To join the ECC and receive newsletters, call John or Kathy Stamp at 850-897-6862 

President’s Line….  
by  Charlie Helms 

 It is hard to believe that we are winding down another year.  I am already 
noticing the days getting shorter, especially on Tuesday nights.      
 I have often written about riding safety.  Unfortunately we have had several 
incidents involving club members over the past couple of months.  Thank goodness 
vehicles weren’t involved, but some of the injuries have been quite serious.  Please 
continue to exercise caution whether riding in a group or alone.  
 I will hang up my presidential ball cap and retire at the end of this year, so this 
is my last President's Line article.  I looked back at my first President's line in Jan 
2016 and found the following line:  " ..the Club is us; it will be no more than what we 
make it."  It is time for some new blood to guide what ECC will be about in the 
coming years.  If you value the continued existence of ECC, this is the time to 
consider stepping up to take some kind of role in club leadership.  There are a lot of 
small but important ways to help that don’t necessarily have an office attached to 
them.  
 I would like to thank this past year’s officers, board members and others who 
have contributed to the operation of the club.  We haven’t held many Board meetings 
but everyone has chipped in as needed to get things done.  I appreciate it. 
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ATTENTION ALL ECC PARTY GOERS!!!!! 
 It’s almost Christmas Party Time.  Fudpuckers in Destin is the place.  Friday Dec 7

th
 

will be upon us sooner than we think so make your reservation with Mary Newcomer.  We must 

choose either a Turkey or a Ham dinner (price $25) - includes tea, coffee, water and desert.  Drinks 

available from the bar.  We will choose closer to the event - but we will all have the same meal.   

 Bring a cycling oriented gift ($10 - $15 range) for the Dirty Santa exchange.  Remember, 

you have to bring a gift to play.  Dirty Santa rules will be explained when we figure them out or 

prior to the gift exchange – whichever comes first.    

 We will meet at 6:30 for drinks and to socialize, then dinner at 7:00.  Call Mary at 863-

3934 or email her at "marrun106@cox.net".  We will be in a separate room and have to give them 

a count and which meal it will be prior to the party.     

 Address:  Fudpuckers Bar & Grill, 2001 Emerald Coast Pkwy, Destin, FL.  
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ECC GENERAL MEETINGS 
 Notice the changes.  No meeting in 

December!  The Christmas Party will be on 

December 7th (see anouncement on first page).  The 

next ECC meetings will be on Wednesday October 

3
rd

 and November 7
th

.  Our location is Cafe 

Bienville at their new address - 777 John Sims Pkwy 

E, Niceville.  If the monthly location changes it will 

be posted on the Facebook page of "eccyclists.com", 

so be sure to check there.   

 Join us for a good meal, fellowship, and some 

cycling talk.  Find out what the ECC has in store.  

Start time is 6:30 PM.  Arrive early and order dinner.   

FLORIDA BICYCLING 
ASSOCIATION WEB SITE 

Visit the FBA web site for the latest in Florida cycling 
news.  The web site is at: 

http://www.floridabicycle.org/ 
If you want to see any additional features let them know. 

2018 Club Officers 

 President: Charlie Helms 

 Vice President:  Kevin Loll 

 Secretary:  Debbie Simmons 

 Treasurer:  Peggy Helms 
 

2018 ECC Board 

 Social:  Mary Newcomer 

 Bike Safety:  Steve Fikar 

 LAB Rep: John Stamp 

 FBA Rep: John Stamp 

 USA Cycling Rep:  Robb Rennie 

                     Off Road Rep:   Jennifer Talley 

 Ride Coordinator:   
 PACELINE Publisher:  John Stamp 

 ECC Website:   
 Membership:  John & Kathy Stamp 
 

You may notice that we have openings on the ECC 

Board.  Please let any of the Board Members know 

if you are interested in any of these.  
 

 

Is Your Range Pass Current? 
Do you ride on the Timberlake Pond Area, 

Ranger Camp Road, Range Road near Bluewater Bay, or 
any part of the Eglin Reservation?  You need a Range 
Pass if you ride anywhere on the Eglin Reservation (this 
includes on Ranger Camp Road or any of the near-by 
off-road trails).  You can get it at the Jackson Guard, 107 
Highway 85 North in Niceville.  Ask for the Fishing & 
Recreational Range Pass.  The cost is $20.00 for 1 year.  
If you qualify as a senior (65 and up), you can purchase 
the pass for $10.00.   

Office hours are Mon-Thur 7:00 AM - 4:30 PM; 
Friday 7:00 AM - 6:00 PM; Saturday 7:30 AM - 12:30 
PM.  Call 882-4166 if you have any questions.   

You can get your permit on-line by going to 
"eglin.isportsman.net" using a credit card or debit card.  
You can also get the permit by mail.  The address is 
Eglin Natural Resources Branch, 107 Highway 85 North, 
Niceville, FL 32578. 
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Like to cycle?  Want to promote cycling?  

Join us on our rides.  Join the Emerald Coast Cyclists.  Just  

fill out an application and send it in with the $15.00 annual  

dues to the P. O. Box shown on the application. 
 

SHARE THE ROAD!! !  

Share The Road license plates are available  

where you get your Florida plates. 
 

MERCHANT BENEFITS TO ECC MEMBERS!! 
Several local merchants offer discounts and special offers to current 
ECC members.  Merchants listed below offer a 10% discount on all 
retail merchandise (excluding bikes & sale items).  
 
◊ Alpine Bicycles      ◊ Big Daddy's 
◊ Bluewater Bicycles ◊ Bob’s Bicycles 
◊ Truly Spokin’     
 
Bob’s Bicycles offer a 5% bike discount.  Bob’s Bicycles offers 
mail order price matching on most items.  Current ECC member 
list is sent to the above shops periodically.  It is also posted on the 
ECC website (Facebook page). 

 

 

$   $ 

 

http://www.floridabicycle.org/
http://www.eccyclists.com/


 

 Dirty Kanza 2018 -- 1 June 2018 
By Jennifer Talley 

I’ve ridden a bike 824 miles in the flint hills of Kansas.  I’ve done it 206 miles at a time once a year for four years.  I 

am now just 206 miles away from my 1000-mile gravel grail.  My first year was the year of the mud; 2015 is now notorious 

in the community as being an epic challenge.  I returned in 2016, because it could not possibly be any worse!  It wasn’t, but 

the third leg of 60 miles was brutally hot and windy.  In 2017 the weather conditions were absolutely perfect.  We got cocky, 

I don’t hesitate to say it.  As TJ Klausutis and I planned for the 2018 race we thought we knew what we were doing.  We 

severely underestimated the DK200 and the Kansas weather.  Kansas said “hold my beer, watch this”.  We paid for our 

hubris. 

For this year I chose a new bike setup.  Previously I’d taken an aluminum rigid cyclocross bike.  This year I decided 

to take my hard tail mountain bike and have Mark Woolson at Truly Spokin' outfit it as a cross bike.  This gave me a 

slightly less aggressive posture and more comfort and allowed for more aggressive handling.  It also gave me much larger 

clearances between the bike and the tires in case of any mud.  We planned to have four bottles of fluid for each stage and then 

pick up a 70 oz hydration pack for the third stage.  Add enough food to make up 300 calories an hour and enough tubes to 

strangle a snake and we were convinced we were prepared. 

The entry into DK is restricted to only a thousand and some riders; and as the race gets more popular they’ve gone to 

a lottery system for entry.  The entrance number to this race is more restricted by the number of beds that Emporia can 

provide rather than what the roads can take.  We ended up staying in the Emporia State University Dorms.  To help meet the 

need and raise money for scholarships, the university rents out dorm rooms to riders for the weekend and provides a meal 

plan.  We discovered that this is totally the way to go.   Meals were good and the location saved us a ton of time by being 

very close to everything.  In addition, we met riders from all over and reconnected with old friends.  

The day before the race there is always a lot to do.  We join the Gu sponsored pre-ride which has grown larger over 

the last three years.  I was concerned about my heart.  My heart rate was up, way up, during the pre-ride for no apparent 

reason.  I chalked it up to nerves and tried to focus on the tasks at hand and relax.  TJ said, remember to bring your phone 

because of what happened last year.  We got separated during the pre-ride in 2017 and both turned around and rode 

backwards to look for each other going in opposite directions.  This year I did bring my phone, but TJ didn’t.  And sure 

enough, we lost each other on the pre-ride.  Other than that minor snafu, our timing the days leading up to the race could not 

have been better.  We always managed to be someplace directly before a line formed or just after the major rush.  

We picked up our packets and dropped off our sag bags.  We lubed and added additional sealant to tires and checked 

over all equipment.  We spent money at the expo and tried to stay out of the sun.  But we had to come out to cheer the DKXL 

riders on at their 4pm start.  This was an invite only event.  34 pros and amateurs signed up to ride for 350 mile or 35 hours, 

whichever came first and share the finish line with the other, shorter, races.  We drove the car to the finish line and rode the 

bikes back to the dorm hall so we’d have a change of clothes.  We will add pizza and beer to that list for next year.  

Obsessive weather app checking became a sport itself in the days leading up to the event.  Depending on when you 

checked and which app you looked at, Kansas was going to be rainy, muddy, dry, hot, and windy.  The last report was that 

we’d have a peak of 25 mph wind.  Just for fun this wind was forecast to shift 180 degrees throughout the day  Do you think 

that Kansas was kind enough to give us a tailwind all day?  If you think that, you don’t know the DK200.  I know that 

cyclists are notorious for claiming headwinds for every ride no matter what direction.  I screen captured the forecast to have 

proof.  We would ride south in the morning, directly into the wind.  We would then ride back north, directly into the wind. 

 Breakfast started at 4am and I tried my best to balance getting quality nutrition down on a jumpy stomach.  We could 

see lightning outside the cafeteria windows and there was much discussion of the storm just to the north of us.  We finalized 

preparations and headed to the starting line as big drops of rain spattered down.  The wind was so high we didn’t have to 

pedal, even uphill.  A quick stop at the car for a final tire air check, finish my hyperhydration drink, eat my starting line 

banana, and we rolled over to the start line and lined up optimistically near the 14-hour finish sign.  Exactly at that moment 

they announced a start delay of 30 minutes due to the coming thunderstorm, we would now start at 6:30AM.  About a 

hundred or so cyclists piled into some type of garage with their bikes before it started to pour down rain outside.  10 minutes 

before the start we headed back out to line up again and we finally spotted Becky Loeffler and John Schwab (Destin).  I 

gave them both hugs and wished them luck and fun. 

 I love the start of this race.  For those of us in the back, its relaxed and spread out.  Everyone knows it is a long day 

and there’s no reason to get aggressive in the first few minutes.  The rain had made the pavement a little slick and everyone 

around me was being careful.  Cheering family and friends and locals line the roads with cowbells and noise makers 

contributing to a festive atmosphere.  The rain made the ground squishy and it sucked at wheels just enough to bring the 

average speed down and splatter everyone brown.  Normally TJ is feeling frisky in the first 50 miles and I just try to hang on.  

He did not want to take the lead and I ended up setting the pace.  Mostly we were able to get behind other riders to save 

energy. 
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The first leg was pretty good.  We had one reroute on the course to avoid roads too muddy to ride but we made the 

first checkpoint in Madison only a few minutes behind schedule at 9:50AM.  Resupply at this aid station took longer than it 

should have.  They hadn’t been able to get water turned on and they didn’t have enough help to fill bottles from the water 

coolers they had.  TJ said his stomach was going south and drank a coke and took a second coke as planned.  

The wind turned out to be in our favor at this point.  Unlike the predictions, the wind had settled out of the north.  We 

would have a tailwind on the roads running south from Madison to Eureka and I was hopeful we’d have a fast section and 

make up time.  At 10:09 we hit a mud puddle; some people rode through it and a line of people were carrying their bikes 

through it.  We had experience with how badly Kansas mud screws up drivetrains and with water in bottom brackets on long 

rides like this.  TJ and I both walked through it and carried our bikes.  At 10:14 we hit a hill and TJ had to walk.  His stomach 

was rebelling and he said he thought he was going to puke.  We slowed down the pace but his stomach just got worse and he 

walked Texaco hill at 11:16, stopping to throw up and then trying to drink his coke to settle his stomach.  Just after that hill 

Becky caught up to us and we had a great time chatting.  The Texaco descent has always been gnarly and every year we see 

at least one wrecked cyclist.  I’d been warned by a local on the pre-ride that it was especially rutted from rain and we were 

prepared to take it carefully.  An ambulance had passed us on the course on the way there so I anticipated at least one 

wrecked rider.  There were at least two.  One guy had half his helmet torn off his head but he was walking around.  I made 

eye contact with him and said “ouch” and he replied “yeah”.  The second rider was down on the ground covered in blood 

(head wound?) surrounded by EMT but was sitting up.  We carefully navigated around the ambulance and other responder 

vehicles and finished our descent.  

Around 1PM, TJ ran out of water.  I had ejected a bottle on one of the descents and was going to be in trouble 

myself.  That left me with just 3 bottles of fluid for a segment that, because of TJ’s sickness, was going to take hours longer 

than planned.  He had drink mix that he couldn’t keep down.  I spotted a farmhouse and we deviated from the course a little 

and I knocked on the door.  No one answered.  Desperate, I went around to the side of the house and unscrewed their hose 

from the spigot and filled as many bottles as we had left with water while surrounded by farm dogs that fortunately were not 

aggressive.  

  Every hill we came to TJ would walk, puke, stand, puke, walk.  Our pace slowed and slowed until we were going 

about 5mph.  I did the calculations and had a talk with TJ.  He needed to make forward progress or we were not going to 

make the checkpoint.  The only reason we were making progress was that on the southbound roads he could coast and be 

pushed by the wind at about 15mph.  Every time I heard his hub spin I would silently beg him in my mind to just pedal.  Just 

a little bit.  Just enough to get us to the checkpoint.  I stayed in front of him, putting my body between the wind and him, 

especially on east or west roads with a crosswind.  I kept telling him to drink water, to take salt, to try and eat.  Some of it 

would stay down even if most of it came back up.  He was in trouble and I started planning to DNF.  My choices were (1) to 

leave him.  This wasn’t an option.  I wasn’t going to leave him without help in a remote area of Kansas sick as a dog.  He had 

nursed me through a DK200 after my heart surgery and waited while I struggled up the hills when the calcium blocker 

medication was fighting my body to keep my heart rate low.  He had babied me in Costa Rica when I had altitude sickness.  

Had physically picked me up off the road to put me on my bike and get me moving.  It was my turn.  (2) I could get him to 

the next checkpoint and then leave him.  Also, not an option.  We had done the previous three together and had committed to 

this one together.  If I had to give up a finish then that’s what I would do.  What I wouldn’t do was allow him to start that 

third leg if he couldn’t eat or drink at the checkpoint or couldn’t keep anything down at the checkpoint.  He kept going for 50 

miles with almost no water or nutrition.  But with the wind out of the north there was no way he’d make it another 60 miles 

in that condition.  I choked down tears and told him to keep going and we’d make it if he could just keep pedaling.  We 

passed many people on the side of the road with phones out calling for extraction, some had quit before even reaching 

halfway and some had mechanicals preventing them from continuing. 

 We reached BE-YOTCH hill.  I knew TJ would need to walk and puke and I left him to it.  There was nothing I could 

do to help so I rode to the top and laid down to wait taking rest where I could.  A van was parked at the top, illegally waiting 

to crew a rider, I think based on the supplies in the back.  One man asked for water and was given a bottle.  This race is 

supposed to be self-supported except in three locations and any neutral aid you could find, like farm houses.  When TJ got 

there, I jumped back on my bike and continued cheerleading and wind blocking.  

On the descent there was another ambulance and many vehicles.  A tandem team had gone down.  I can put together 

a picture of what happened even if I didn’t see the actual wreck.  This particular tandem team we’d been riding around for a 

couple hours.  They seemed less experienced than most I had seen.  In addition, it appeared as if the heavier person of the 

team was on the back.  This has major consequences for control.  Controlling a tandem bike is all up to the person on the 

front, but in order to be effective they have to have the weight to control the bike.  Descents are especially tricky as these 

teams go extremely fast with little ability to stop on gravel at short distances.  This descent, like so many, had diagonal 

ditches cut into it from water erosion.  The couple were laying on the ground just downhill of one of these.  Whether or not 

the person on the front had the experience to handle this obstacle; they didn’t have the weight advantage to accomplish it and 

they went down.  They were not moving and I was told later that at least one was taken out via life flight.  
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 The heat climbed and we kept moving, ever more slowly towards Eureka.  10 miles short of the aid station we had 

both almost ran out of fluid again.  He had thrown up most of the water from the farm house spigot and I had just half a bottle 

of mix left.  On the side of the road was a family outside their home.  I told TJ to hand me a dry bottle and then keep 

pedaling, to just keep moving, that I would stop for fluid if they had some and then catch back up.  They had filled blenders 

and pitchers and every container they had with water and lemonade and were filling bottles for everyone who wanted to stop 

with their kids running back to the house to refill containers with water.  I took three bottles of water for TJ and one of 

lemonade for me and I took off.  

I caught up to TJ and we managed to pull into the Eureka aid station just after 3pm.  For forty minutes we took a 

break.  We resupplied.  I got the mechanic to lube our chains in the hopes we would be continuing.  I drank two cokes and ate 

a sandwich and chips.  TJ ate two sandwiches and chips and drank two cokes and water.  He did not throw up.  We sat in 

chairs in the shade and chatted.  Corey (last name unknown) was a fixed gear single speeder from New York attempting this 

race for the first time.  He had signed up thinking he’d be the first to complete it on a fixie but found out that it had already 

been done by a bike messenger.  He was eating a triple cheeseburger claiming that he was powered by the bull and that when 

we all crashed from our carb high, he would be going strong.  He settled down for another nap and we geared up to go.  TJ 

took only water in his bottles and pack and a coke in his back pocket.  I was very apprehensive.  We were heading into a very 

strong headwind for 60 miles.  

I avoided going down into my drop bars when riding north.  I tried to create as much of a wind block for TJ as I 

possibly could provide.  He was in better shape for about an hour.  Then came a hill and he puked and walked.  I kept telling 

him to drink water, not to worry about running out or puking it back up.  I had planned to drink my pack first to get the 

weight off my back.  I decided to instead start drinking from my bottles with mix and save the pack for TJ if he needed it.  I 

lost another bottle on a descent and knew I was in trouble.  Fortunately, another farmer had set up his hose at the side of the 

road.  It had been just under two hours since we’d left the aid station.  We stopped and I refilled TJ’s pack and my remaining 

bottles and what I had drank down from my pack.  

We arrived at the river crossing and picked up our bikes.  Other riders were dragging their bike through the water, 

wringing out their socks, or taking a break on the other side of the river.  I knew TJ would walk the climb from the river, so I 

decided to save energy and walk with him.  Almost at the top TJ stopped to puke and I peed.  Corey passed us and said “that 

guy needs to go to the hospital”.  At the top of every hill and in every single piece of shade on the course there were riders 

laying down, usually on their phone, calling for help.  

I begged the wind to die down.  I hoped for it as afternoon turned to early evening.  But soon is was 4PM and then 

5PM and the wind never let up.  A fat tire rider was stopped at the top of a hill.  I stopped to wait for TJ and we chatted.  His 

garmin had died and he wanted to know where we were.  I told him.  He said, “we have 27 more miles?” and pulled out his 

phone to call for help and quit.  Eventually the sun went down and we teamed up with a rider for a few miles.  For the first 

time since the first leg of the race, I got to draft behind someone into the wind.  I had started to fray around the edges around 

mile 140 and I really needed that break.  We reached Madison and the third checkpoint right around 9PM.  

We took almost an hour to put TJ back together.  He started shivering almost immediately.  I grabbed his clothes out 

of his bag and we got him into dry socks, a dry jersey, dry hat, a jacket and a blanket provided by a volunteer.  He ate a 

sandwich, hot dog, chips, and drank coke.  I got our lights onto our bikes, relubed our chains.  I dug out the maple syrup gels 

from both our bags for TJ.  I had packed them for me, but besides water it was the only thing he could keep down while we 

were riding.  I managed to eat some solid food and drink a coke before getting us back on our bikes and on the road.  

It was still windy and we were still headed north straight into it.  I was so tired.  Have you ever had your leg muscles 

cramp from farting?  That’s how tired I was.  I had been gassy all day; it happens from the junk food and bouncing around 

and farting is the best feeling ever at those times.  But I was so tired it was such an effort to get a fart out that I had to get my 

whole body into the act and in the process those muscles would cramp.  It was misery mixed with sweet relief.  

The wind was a constant, never letting up.  I tried to make bargains with my garmin, but every time I looked down it 

still read “riding north” with no signs of a turn.  TJ finally started to feel better.  Rebecca Rusch (women pro rider) and 

Selene Yeager (bicyclist magazine) both say that when you feel bad it never lasts.  I didn’t expect TJ to be sick from 10AM 

to 11PM, but they were right, it was temporary.  He was finally able to help with the work load and we started to trade-off 

pulling into the wind.  We reached the Salsa Cycles promotional “Chase the Chaise” where they had a red velvet chaise 

lounge with fringed floor lamp set up 26 miles from the finish.  We stopped to lounge and rest and get our portrait taken.  

I enjoy riding at night.  Fireflies flashed on both sides of the road, there were turtles out crossing our paths for us to 

dodge and bats swooping to catch insects attracted to our lights.  As much as I enjoyed the experience, I wanted it end.  I 

wanted off that bike so bad.  Eventually we did make it into a very quiet town with a very quiet finish line and quietly 

celebrated.  It was a hard-fought finish.  Hat off to you Kansas and DK200.  We will not underestimate you in 2019 when we 

return and earn our gravel grail for 1000 miles of flint hill riding.  If we finished this year under these conditions, we can do 

anything. 
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SIGN UP FOR ECC MEMBERSHIP 
 ECC annual membership runs from January through December.  Get an early start on 2019 ECC 

membership by going to the ECC website. 

If you download the Paceline from the website there is a list of current members on the website.  There is 

an application available on the website at “www.eccyclists.com”.  How do you do this?  It’s easy - just fill out the 

membership application and mail it to the ECC P.O. Box listed on the application.  You can then share in all the 

benefits of membership -- prizes; increased speed and stamina in your cycling endeavors; a chance to personally 

attend the next Tour de France; an invitation to join an internationally famous cycling team, etc.  Well, at least you 

will receive discounts at bike shops. 

Another reason to join the ECC, unless you are a current ECC member you will NOT be covered by ECC 

club insurance on club sponsored rides. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Third Thursday Time Trial (Road) 

 No time trial in July due to inclement weather. 

    
             
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Five riders came out in August on a cloud/muggy (84
o
) day for the sixth Road Time 

Trial of 2018.  There was a light tail wind going out/but it died away so no head wind coming 

back.  Walt Mirth led the way.  The results were: 

Name   Age       Time        Mph        Name      Age       Time       Mph            
Jimmy Kirkland  59    28:50        20.8   Jade Parker            33        24:45  24.2 

Walt Mirth        51    23:35        25.4   Charlie Helms             57        24:44       24.3 

Jim Adams  *        55    29:25        20.4   * = single speed 

    
             
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Four riders came out in September on a sunny, warm (86
o
) day for the seventh Road 

Time Trial of 2018.  There was a tail wind going out/which meant a head wind coming back.  

Charlie Helms led the way.  The results were: 

Name   Age       Time        Mph        Name         Age       Time       Mph            
Teresa Felstead  54    29:31        20.3   Jim Adams          55         27:35       21.8 

Charlie Helms  58    24:26        24.6   Will Price          51 27:46      21.6

   

Walt Mirth             51    23:33        25.5           

             
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5172 Stewart St 

Milton, FL 32570 

850-983-2488 

6103 Tippin Ave,Ste A 

Pensacola, FL 32504 

850-505-0092 
www.trulyspokin.com 
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Date  
Time 

Distance     
Group 

 
Meeting Location Route 

6 OCT 
7:30 

60 miles 
A, B 

Crestview.  Park at Twin Hills park about ¼ 
mile East of the intersection of 85 and 90. 

West on 90 through Crestview to Old River road.  Turn right on 189 north of 
Baker and turn right onto Hwy 2 at Blackman and jog left onto County Rd 602 
to get to Laurel Hill.  Take 85 North to 393; turn south on 393 back to Hwy 90 
and go west back to start. 

13 OCT 
7:30 

38-70 
miles 
A, B 

Niceville.  Park behind the What-a-Burger in 
Bluewater Bay (4450 E. Hwy 20). 

Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 
83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 
20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (46 miles).  Add trip 
to Black Creek Road (70 miles). 

20 OCT 
7:30 

Various 
A, B 

Mossy Head.  Park in the field behind the 
basketball court of the Mossy Head 
Community Center, located on Hwy 90 ~ 2 
miles east of Hwy 285.   

Various ride options north and east of Mossy Head. 

27 OCT 
7:30 

33 miles 
& up 

A, B, C 

Freeport.  Park at Regional Sports Complex 
in Hammock Bay.  Go 1.5 miles south from 
Hwy 20 on Great Hammock Bend, turn left 
on Victory Blvd, drive 1/2 mile, park near ball 
fields. 

Ride east on Hwy 20 to Bruce or take Black Creek Rd to Bruce.  Return or go 
north on Hwy 81 to Red bay or further to Knox Hill. 

3 NOV 
8:30 

60 miles 
A, B 

Baker.  Park in the rear parking lot (near the 
ball field) of Baker High School at 1369 14th 
St, Baker, FL 32531.   

Hwy 4 west from Baker.  Left on Lewis Rd just before Berrydale.  Jog right 
1/2 mile on Neal Kennington Rd to the  gas station on Hwy 87.  Head west 
on Springhill Rd, cross Munson Hwy and jog right to Red Rock Rd and take 
Bryant Bridge Rd to Holt; take 90 West to Galiver cutoff Rd back to Baker. 

10 NOV 
8:30 

38-70 
miles 
A, B 

Niceville.  Park behind the What-a-Burger in 
Bluewater Bay (4450 E. Hwy 20). 

Ride goes east on Hwy 20 to Freeport and return (38 miles); Hwy 20 to CR 
83A through Hammock Bay to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (42 miles); Hwy 
20 to CR 83A south loop to Freeport & return via Hwy 20 (46 miles).  Add trip 
to Black Creek Road (70 miles). 

17 NOV 
8:30 

36-65 
miles 
A, B 

Defuniak Springs.  Park beside the 
Walgreens at the Northeast corner of Bob 
Sikes Rd and Hwy 331. 

Take 280A east of Defuniak, turns into 280 and then 183S.  Left to Knox Hill 
and loop back past the ball fields near Douglas Crossroads.  Straight out and 
back is 35 miles; loops can be added for more distance. 

24 NOV 
8:30 

56 miles 
A, B 

Shalimar.  Park at Clean Eatz (1191 Eglin 
Parkway).   

Take 85 North past airport to College Blvd in Niceville.  Left on College to 
Forest Rd.  Get on bypass road heading East to Hwy 20.  Take 20 East to 
Nick’s (56) or further for more distance. 

1 DEC 
8:30 

33 miles 
& up 

A, B, C 

Freeport.  Park at Regional Sports Complex 
in Hammock Bay.  Go 1.5 miles south from 
Hwy 20 on Great Hammock Bend, turn left 
on Victory Blvd, drive 1/2 mile, park near ball 
fields. 

Ride east on Hwy 20 to Bruce or take Black Creek Rd to Bruce.  Return or go 
north on Hwy 81 to Red bay or further to Knox Hill. 

8 DEC 
8:30 

Various 
A, B 

Mossy Head.  Park in the field behind the 
basketball court of the Mossy Head 
Community Center, located on Hwy 90 ~ 2 
miles east of Hwy 285.   

Various ride options north and east of Mossy Head. 

15 DEC 
8:30 

52-60 
miles        
A, B 

Niceville.  Park at Ruckel Middle School on 
Hwy 285 just north of John Sims Parkway.   

Hwy 285 north; east on Bob Sikes Rd; turn left on Boy Scout Camp Rd (52 
mi) or Woodyard Rd (60 mi).  Take 90 West back to 285, and 285 South 
back to Niceville.    

22 DEC 
8:30 

60 miles 
A, B 

Crestview.  Park at Twin Hills park about ¼ 
mile East of the intersection of 85 and 90. 

West on 90 through Crestview to Old River road.  Turn right on 189 north of 
Baker and turn right onto Hwy 2 at Blackman and jog left onto County Rd 602 
to get to Laurel Hill.  Take 85 North to 393; turn south on 393 back to Hwy 90 
and go west back to start. 

29 DEC 
8:30 

56 miles 
A, B 

Shalimar.  Park at Clean Eatz (1191 Eglin 
Parkway).   

Take 85 North past airport to College Blvd in Niceville.  Left on College to 
Forest Rd.  Get on bypass road heading East to Hwy 20.  Take 20 East to 
Nick’s (56) or further for more distance. 

5 JAN 
8:30 

36-65 
miles 
A, B 

Defuniak Springs.  Park beside the 
Walgreens at the Northeast corner of Bob 
Sikes Rd and Hwy 331. 

Take 280A east of Defuniak, turns into 280 and then 183S.  Left to Knox Hill 
and loop back past the ball fields near Douglas Crossroads.  Straight out and 
back is 35 miles; loops can be added for more distance. 

12 JAN 
8:30 

56 miles 
A, B 

Shalimar.  Park at Clean Eatz (1191 Eglin 
Parkway).   

Take 85 North past airport to College Blvd in Niceville.  Left on College to 
Forest Rd.  Get on bypass road heading East to Hwy 20.  Take 20 East to 
Nick’s (56) or further for more distance. 

 

 

 

Oct/Nov/Dec Ride Schedule 
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Local Road Ride Scale 
Pace Group Speed (mph) 

Fast A 20+  
Intermediate B 16 – 18, No drop 
Moderate/Casual C 15 or less, No drop 
 

PLEASE REMEMBER ALL 

RIDERS MUST WEAR A 

HELMET AND NO 

MUSIC DEVICES!!! 
 

9 3 7  

6 7 



 

Emerald Coast Cyclists 
P.O. Box 592 
Niceville, FL 32588 

 

 

Every Saturday at 8:00 or 9:00 AM, there will be a ride from Truly Spokin’ in Milton, FL.  The ride starts at the bike trail.  Distances 

and speeds vary – with trips through the Blackwater Forest.  For more info, contact Mark Woolson at “trulyspokin.com” or call (850) 

983-2488.  Not an ECC sponsored ride. 
 

Tuesday at 4:45 PM at Ranger Camp Road just off Lewis Turner Blvd.  The more moderate ride starts at 4:45 PM and the faster ride 

starts at 4:50 PM.  Distances range from 17 to 39 miles.  After Daylight Savings Time ends (Nov 4) some folks transition to ride with 

lights.  Make sure you have a current Range Pass and photo ID with you.  Not an ECC sponsored ride. 
 

** Last Third Thursday Road Time Trial – October 18
th

.  Meet at the beginning of Ranger Camp Road.  The Time Trials will start 

roughly 1/3 mile beyond where the cars are parked and goes to the top of 5-mile hill then reverse course to the start point (a total of 10 

miles).  For details call John Stamp at 897-6862.  First rider departs at 5:01 PM.  Make sure you have a Range Pass and photo ID. 
 

Thanksgiving Day Ride - Ranger Camp Road.  November 22
nd

 - 8:00 AM start.  Afterwards, you are cleared to eat whatever you 

want with NO weight gain.  Make sure you have a current Range Pass and photo ID.  Not an ECC sponsored ride.    
 

Off Road Time Trial - The trail combination used for the time trial needs to be repaired.  If you are intereswted in helping please 

contact Mike Bagent (850) 598-0608 or John Lilly (850) 496-7299.  If there is NO interest and the trails don't get fixed, there will be 

NO Time Trials.  Further info will be posted on the ECC Facebook page when it is known.  Not an ECC sponsored ride.       
 

Dirt Road Time Trial - The Dirt Road Time Trials are in a state of flux.  More information will be posted on the ECC Facebook page 

when it is known.  Not an ECC sponsored ride.    

  In Memory Of Sean Livesay  

“Most people never run far enough on their first wind to find out they’ve  

got a second.  Give your dreams all you’ve got and you’ll be amazed at  

the energy that comes out of you.” -- William James 
 

www.eccyclists.com 

More Rides!!  (Please note that the rides sponsored by the ECC are indicated by **) 
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http://www.eccyclists.com/

